1-DOOR REFRIGERATED CABINET, HC
ADVANCE K 70-4 L DR
Produktserie: Advance
Varenummer: 131701010
Hoshizaki ADVANCE is a series of durable refrigeration and freezer cabinets, exceeding the
requirements of demanding commercial kitchen environments.
The Advance K 70-4 L DR is a 1-Door Refrigerated Cabinet, HC with a net internal volume of 415
liters. The outside dimensions are mm.
DURABLE MATERIALS
The interior and exterior are made of stainless steel, the best material for humid locations. ADVANCE
cabinets are designed to withstand the demanding conditions of large kitchen operations.
MAXIMUM STORAGE SPACE
With shelves all the way from the top to the bottom of the cabinet, the inside space can be efficiently
utilized for maximum produce storage.
HYGIENE AND FOOD SAFETY
Thanks to the rounded corners and seamless surfaces, frequented cleaning routines become a quick
and simple task. The practical anti-tilting shelves prevent spillage. The cabinet has a rounded base and
comes with removable gaskets for easy wiping.
MONO-BLOCK DESIGN
The ADVANCE refrigeration system uses a mono-block construction. This brings two important
advantages. As the evaporator is positioned on top of the cabinet, valuable space inside the cabinet
can be used for storage. Additionally, it is removable for easier maintenance and repair.
UNIFORM KITCHEN DESIGN
The exterior of all ADVANCE cabinets features a uniform design that fits seamlessly into your Hoshizaki
kitchen concept.
TEMPERATURE STABILITY
The intelligent air distribution system allows high performance, ensuring temperature stability despite
frequent door openings and during defrosting.
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Produktnavn

1-Door Refrigerated Cabinet, HC

Lydniveau – dB(A)

54

Temperaturområde

0/+10°C

Isolering (mm)

60 mm (polyurethan)

Rumindhold, brutto (liter)

600

Kølekapacitet ved -25°C (Watt)

425

Netto nyttevolume (liter)

415

Klimaklasse

5

Indvendig

Rustfrit stål

GN – hyldestørrelse

2/1 GN Dyb

Mål B x D x H (mm)

654 x 830 x 2000

Dørtype

Isoleret dør

Vægt, brutto (kg)

133

Ben / hjul

H = 130/180 mm (L)

Kølemiddel

R290

Udvendig

Rustfri

GWP

3

Kølemiddel (kg)

0.082

Eltilslutning

230V, 50 Hz

CO2 ækvivalent (kg)

0.246

Tilslutningseffekt (Watt)

140

Udstyret med

Energiforbrug Ecodesign AEC
(kWh)

548

Right hand hinged reversible door,
automatic door closing, 4 grey
shelves, LED lighting

Maksimal antal hylder

22, distance of 57 mm

Energieffektivitetsklasse

C
Antal hylder

4

Energieffektivitetsindeks

42.41

